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Contact: Barbara Tessmer
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Faculty

Chair
Jennifer Heemstra (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/jennifer-heemstra/)
Charles Allen Thomas Professor
PhD, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Professor and Chancellor Emeritus
Mark Wrighton (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/mark-stephen-wrighton/)
James and Mary Wertsch Distinguished University Professor
PhD, California Institute of Technology

Endowed Professor
Gary J. Patti (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/gary-patti/)
Michael and Tana Powell Professor of Chemistry
PhD, Washington University

Professors
John R. Bleeke (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/john-bleeke/)
PhD, Cornell University
Michael L. Gross (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/michael-l-gross/)
PhD, University of Minnesota
Sophia E. Hayes (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/sophia-e-hayes/)
PhD, University of California, Santa Barbara
J. Dewey Holten (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/dewey-holten/)
PhD, University of Washington
Richard A. Loomis (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/richard-loomis/)
PhD, University of Pennsylvania
Kevin D. Moeller (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/kevin-moeller/)
PhD, University of California, Santa Barbara
Jay Ponder (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/jay-ponder/)
PhD, Harvard University

Lee G. Sobotka (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/lee-sobotka/)
PhD, University of California, Berkeley
John-Stephen Taylor (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/john-stephen-taylor/)
PhD, Columbia University

Associate Professors
Jonathan Barnes (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/jonathan-barnes/)
PhD, Northwestern University
Vladimir B. Birman (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/vladimir-birman/)
PhD, University of Chicago
Richard Mabbs (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/richard-mabbs/)
PhD, University of Nottingham (UK)
Bryce Sadtler (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/bryce-sadtler/)
PhD, University of California, Berkeley
Timothy Wenczewicz (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/timothy-wenczewicz/)
PhD, University of Notre Dame

Assistant Professors
Joseph Fournier (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/joseph-fournier/)
PhD, Yale University
Kade Head-Marsden (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/kade-head-marsden/)
PhD, University of Chicago
Meredith Jackrel (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/meredith-jackrel/)
PhD, Yale University
Courtney Reichhardt (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/courtney-reichhardt/)
PhD, Stanford University
Robert Wexler (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/robert-wexler/)
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Teaching Professor
Megan Daschbach
PhD, Washington University

Senior Lecturers
Rong Chen
PhD, University of Southern California
Maria de la Cruz  
PhD, University of Missouri, Saint Louis

Julie Hamdi  
PhD, University of California, Los Angeles

John Heemstra  
PhD, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Jia Luo  
PhD, Washington University

Bryn Lutes  
PhD, Washington University

Lecturer

Thomas Bakupog  
PhD, University of Wyoming, Laramie

Joint Professor

Richard W. Gross (https://chemistry.wustl.edu/people/richard-w-gross/)  
PhD, Washington University  
(Internal Medicine)